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Tnc development of' l;as turbine engines for aircraft propulsion hz 
led to the 11s~ of gas temperatures ~~rlilch n.cessitzte cooling of thz tur- 
bine components in particular* the blading. Thus in the design stage of 
a proj*ctXl zng,ini:, Usds tcmpt3atures and coolant rGquiremcnts havU to 
be estizat~d at varying operating conditions. To kst the utilitg of' 
estimating prowdures, they may bc used and COI?lFTr:d -Ai-th pt-rforman'3e 
Ir%SUltS r"rOIil rig inv c;st,igltions using ad<quat;l-y instrumented ttist bladss. 
Th:;sz invcstigntions sare nucli simplified ivhc;n ?;h--: tff'sicts Of rotation ;-JQ 
not included and th$ blaJes are :rourlted iii static Cascacies. 

In one of the cascade turirlels installed at this Establishiient for 
such use, the blade prof'l.1~~ ~VL'C: typ:icd of coOled nozzle guide vanes. 
The present series of Kumorzndn (in two parts) d-ssrib~ this rig (the 
NO. 4 High Temperature TLUini:l) 9 ancl @iv<; cktails both of its tqui~?k\nt 
and its pr rformanc9. 

A specific aspect of pL,~3?orw.ric -; CLicn is of particular intorc:st 
in a cascade: design& for blade cnol..iny :;tu.dics is the: gas to blade: con- 
vective htat transyer. Thi: est&atiOn of coolzU blade: maturi& trap- 
eratures, coolant Li.stributiOrL 2nd tc:npt‘rc.td fZ rise ‘~;ll:,il !,I?c LU.r.faC~2 FLYit-- 

tern of gas to 131 ad5 heat transfer rates is h::rm, jk 2 l&orlou,s cc:;mpLI- 
tational procesu. Tl-2 calc~ulaticzl is much sim~lil'icd -;;i,en c~lo;-x~~-i se 
perimeter averages are as.yjmec-c to be e::'i'ectlve in the basic eC~~a.tiorls -1 ,2 o 
The main burden of this pair of I;emoranda is ther2ferc: the surfa mean 
heat transfer coeffici,;nts obtaining a-t variOus pa-o flow conditi 31s: 
Part I deals with the mtadured values, and Part II gives a c@mpX!?ison 
with predicted rates. 

Gas total tempzraturi: - 2C) -9 Iooo"c 

Blade exit static ;srossure - aQTroximately atmospheric 



chord, c 2.23 in. 

pitch, s 1.46 in. ; s/c = 0.65 

span, e 4.5 iil. ; && = 2.02 

design gas outlot angle, Lt 62’ 
2 

The blades were all carried in cantilever fashion, there being a clearance 
b&ween their tips and the adjacent wall: this measured 0.1 in. at the 
test blade position and 0.05 in. in the case of the permanent blades. 
Thi- test blade was carried in tha wall scen in Figure 3, the others being 
fixed in the opposite Tall. 

The side walls and fixed blades had internal passages coupled into 
~;VO circuits, through which cooling air or water could be circulated. In 
thcsa tests both circuits were fzh from the water main. The four dummy 
blades adjactnt to the test position wcr$ provided with thermocouples on 
the surfaces facing thf; test blade. In this way radiation losses could 
be assessed. The test blade root was insulated from the cooled wall in 
which it was accommodated by an insulating liner $ in. thick, to reduce 
conduction losses. 

The tuunel carried a variety of instruments on its entry and exit 
components: these are indicated in Figure 3. Around the wall of the 
entry section eleven static points were manifolded together. Stagnation 
thermocouples and pitot tubes which protruded to the quarter span depth 
were carried on the entry side walls. ,Jnother stagnation thermocouple 
which could be traversed the depth of the tunnel gave the mid-span temp- 
erature distribution. Three pairs of opposite static holes were drilled 
in the exit side walls. A pitot yawmeter could be rotated and traversed 
vertically at various span depths close t> the blade outlets. On the 
roof of the exit section a probe holder at mid-span had freedom of move- 
ment in the two ways to allow a pitot tube '-0 be fed over the surfaces of 
the test blade. 

For the preliminary inlet velocity and temperature traverses re- 
ported in a later section, additional instruments spanning the tunnel were 
fitted in place ef the pair of entry pitot tubes. Those manually- 
traversable instruments had extended ends so that the blcckage introduced 
was constant during the traverse. 

2.2 _The test blade 

The gas to blade heat flow was measured on the test blade shown in 
Figure 4. A separate flow of coolant was passed through the profile, and 
from recorded flow rates, temperature rise, mean profile temperature, gas 
temperature and a knowledge of the specific heat of the coolant and the 
measured surface area, the profile surface mean heat transfer coefficient 
was deduced. 

The profile was made of copper to reduce surface temperature vari- 
ation to a minimum. Point measurements of this temperature were made at 
four pcsition s at mid-spar and it was assumed that the perimeter mean of 
these readings was the effective average for the entire surface. The 
surface thermocouples consisted of constantan wires carried inside copper 
tubes 0.059 in. o.d., 0.031 Ln. i.d. These tubes were brazed into grooves 
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in the blade from mid-span to root, thus avoiding the local cooling about 
the measuring point tvhich would have resulted had the leads been brought 
out directly into the coolant passages. 

Nains water was used as a coolant, having a temperature at entry 
to the blade of about 20°C. It was passed into and out of the blade 
through measuring stations which were reverse flow jacketed to give a 
well mixed flow crver the thermometer. The external assembly was lagged 
and jacketed to prevent heat losses. A reverse flow system about the 
thermometer at the outlet station was a further safeguard. The mercury- 
in-glass 0 to 50°C thermometers were graduated in tenths of a degree, and 
with flow rates adjusted to give temperature rises of about 10°C it was eX- 

potted that an accuracy of not worse than f2 per cent could be achieved. 
If local boiling wzre to occur within the profile the possibility of un- 
accounted hLat flow arises, due to the escape of steam through the outlet 
station. To prevent this po ssibility it was stipulated that the measured 
profile surface ttimperaturos should all be at least IO'C below the boiling 
point 9 the coolant. As a result of' these limitations and of the re- 
latively high water inlet temperature, the range of the tests was restricted 
to a temperature ratio, gas to mean blade surface, from about 1.2 to 1.4. 

The weight rate of flow of the coolant was determined by intermit- 
tently timing the passage of a certain quantity. The time interval was 
never less than one minute so that an accuracy of better than I per cent 
could be easily obtained. 

Losses from the heated profile by way of the exposed root fitments 
were obviated by having a second water circuit in the root block. This 
was fed with the waTm water leaving the profile circuit, after passing 
through the outlet temperature measuring station. 

Those surfaces which were exposed to the gas flow and whose back- 
ground was in contact with the profile circuit coolant were measured and 
used to determine the heat transfer coefficient. The profile area, tip 
area and a proportion of the root platform surface were summed to give the 
0.162 ft' used in the calculation. 

3.0 zest results 

3. -l Tunnel entry gas flow conditions 

The cascade may be supplied in one cf fqur different ways; for low 
temperatures the uncooled facility compressor outlet temperature may be 
adequate; for intztiediate temperature one of the two combustion chambers 
may be used; for temperatures exceeding about 500°C, both chambers must 
be used, although their combined use may be extended down to about 35O'C. 

The cascade entry was fitted with a pair of gauzes providing a 
45 per cent and 40 per cent blockage in clclse series with a combined pro- 
jected blockage ratio of more than 90 per cent, but nevertheless dis- 
tinctive total pressu~, incidence and temperature distributions varying 
with the use of the optional gas supplies were apparent. 

3.1.1 Incidence 

Incidence variations were examined at one ovarall condition, i.e. 
a flow to give a mean blade outlet Mach number MZ = 0.77 and a gas total 
temperature of 350°C. These distributions are plotted in Figure 5. 
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Since No. 1 combustion chamber was on the test blade tip side of the mixing 
box it is obvious that the preEerential circulation in the mixing box was 
of the diruction which would result flom flcrw through this combustion 
chamber alon;. When go. 2 chamber was used the heat addition caused a 
reversal of this circulation. The incidence pattern with both chambers 
in operation indicated a very weak resultant circulation in the prefer- 
ential direction. 

Incidence changes within the range detected arz not likely to affect 
the blade performance materially, except ptirhaps near the tip with No. 2 
combustion chamber alight. Incidences greater than +lO@ may modify the 
pressure distribution around the convex surfacC: to an extent sufficient 
to move the pcint ef separation or transition a small distance. This 
possibility is taken UIJ in Part II of the present series. 

3.1.2 Temperature 

Temperature patterns wre cbtained at a combustion temperature rise 
of about 330% for the three modes of hot operation over a wide range of 
f 1OlVS 0 Thl; plots are given in Figure 6. It aF$ears that flow rate did 
no-t affect the distribution. Rather surprisingly the peak temperatures 
were obcca Okrved inboard of mid-span at all modes of operation. 

The scale of variation from centre line temperature expressed as a 
proportion cf combustion teqerature rise is superimposed on the plot. 
Altliough no experimental verification was obtained it is expected that this 
is likely to be the siqnificant parameter. 

In cooled blade studies it is convenient to express temperatures 
relative to the interval between gas effective temperature Tg, and coclant 
entry temperature, Tc: for example a blade surface temperature Tb would 

v m Ab - AC 
beccme r-- lp - Tc 0 TIE difference Tg - T, is in fact combustion temperature 

rise. &us the proport:onal variation in temperature shown in Figure 6 
wOi.ild show un as a reciFroca1 effect on a particular temperature expressed 
r&at.ively. Since illtire are reascns for desiring caoling studies to be 
accurate to within ~0.01 on the: relative temperature scale, the observed 
temperature variation may be significant. 

3. lo 3 Total pressure -- ----- 

lt was assumed that the static pressure remained sensibly constant 
across the test blade span, in the cascade entry. The results of total 
pressure traverses, presented as point velocity heads compared with entry 
mean velocity head calculatccl on this supposition, are given in Figure '7. 
In tht.: lower graph, traverses st Plows giving blade outlet Mach numbers 
about C.77 are compared lor thr three modes of hot operation: in each 
case thz temF,craturz *?Tas maintained at about 35O'C. In the upper graph 
the effects of flow rate are compared for the cold mode of operation, at 
a gas ttimperature of approximately 12OOC. 

It will be observed that the rotating flow produced velocity peaks 
within tht: inner ?and outr>r quarters ol' the blade span: . . . heat addition in 
NO. 2 ~;ombusti.on chambel. displaced tnt: F attern 9f relative peaks apparent 
~II the other modes. Increasing flew callsed sm,all increases in the peak 
values. 
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The velocity head variation will not alter gas to blade heat trans- 
fer coefficients very much. Assuming for example that the relevant Nus- 
selt number is proportional to Reynolds number raised to the 0.6 power, 
then a 20 per cent increase in velocity head produces less than 6 per cent 
increase in heat transfer coefficient. 

3.2 IIeat transfer measurements --. - 

In the measurement of mea? surface heat transfer coefficient the 
effect of variations in gas distribution at entry to the test blade must 
be considered. The low temperature results were obtained in tests with- 
out combustion, where the tzmperature must have been nearly uniform and 
the mid-span velocity 
blade span. 

T;as practically equal to the average across the test 
For the remainder of the tests 30. 2 combustion chamber was 

used: this gave a centre line temperature: fairly near the bulk mean, but 
at mid-span a trough in the velocity head profile was apparent, corres- 
ponding to ablout 6 per cent reduction in heat transfer coefficient. The 
conductivity of the copper blade was relied upon to smooth out this irre- 
gularity of coefficient distribution and, judging by the way blade temp- 
eratures are shown in Table I to be relatively unaffected by major changes 
in gas temperature, this supposition seems tenable. 

The results are express;? non-dimensionally as Kusselt number, 
Reynolds numbzr and gas to blade temperature ratio. The heat transfer 
coefficient, h, was deduced from &, the heat flow rate, the effective area, 
A, and the temperature difference, (gas effective - blade surface mean). 
Thus:- 

. . . . . . 

It is expres sed as a tiusselt number:- 

0: 

w 

where c is the chord of the blade and h the conductivity of the gas mea- 
sured at the gas effective temperature. It was assumed that the gas 
flow conditions were controlled by the Reynolds number, and that effects 
due to compressibility Bert: negligible. Reynolds number is expressed 
as:- 

i’i C 

‘i, = -EL 

iqp 
..D . . *  (3) 

where Wg is the gas weight flow rate, c the blade chord, At the throat 
area of the test blade passage and ~1 the gas viscosity measured at the 
gas effective temperature. The: temperature ratio, gas to blade is taken 

as 'g/!j?b where Tg is the gas 
- 

effective temperature and Tb the perimeter- 

mean surface te,mperature at mid-span. The gas effective temperature used 
throughout is:- 
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m where &I is the total tamperature at 
and y, the ratia of 'r&e specific heats. This expression is assumed to 
be a suff'iciont approximatiol? to the surface Tfean stagnation tcm~erature, 
(to be discussed further in Part II of the present series). 

AI1 the test resuIts are shown in the sc<atter diagram, rC'igurc 3. 
They were separately armlyseb ifi three categories according to the gas 
temperature:- 

c-i> less than poO c 

(ii) between 502'C and GCO'C 

(iii) more than GOO°C. 

The best lines are shown in Fi,gure 9. The temperature ratios in each 
category were scparstely avera)ged and are, with their standard deviations:- 

(i) 1.22 IL 0.03 (F2.5 per cent) 

(ii} 1.5c 0.02 (e1.j per cent) 

(iii) l.C? ?z 0.02 (21.q per cent). 

Tile tjree csteg:ories ircntioned in the preceding se&ion have been 
used to determine this temperature ratio affi'ect. Any unidentified losses 
or heat gains wouid obviously have an iru'luz~~~ on this analysis. Con- 
duction md radiation loss out of' the profile, not showing up in the heat 
balance, vrouid lead tc test values of Kueselt n:tibcr which are lower than 
those obtaining. The percentage reduction in these tests w0uI.d be in- 
versely pywportional to the tcmperatzrrrz difference since the loss is IikeIy 
to be nearly constant, the variation in measured blade temperature and its 
swords being negligible. deferring to Pig.~e 'j, the line for the high- 
est temperature ratio is iikely to be the most accLratz and any corrztions 
woi!.~ resiLt in au izxrease in ?hsse. It nmlber at a given ibcpoLds ~LZI?L~~~. 
fi transfer of' hG%t fmxrl the root circuit to the inlet side: of the pr~f’ile 

circuit is possible and this mould require corrections in the opposite 
sense to t?iat for radiation and conouction Ioss, Xstimates show this 
transfer, as weIl. as the losses, to be negLi$.bie. 

The Nusselt num&r has been plotted against the temperature ratio 
for certain i-Leynolds n~3&ers. The threi; points in each curve indicaie 
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that, at temperature ratios near unity, Nusselt number is independent of 

the ratio, and at higher positive values of Tg/S;b d = - (m 
' dtTg/Fb) 

increasfng function of Tg/yb). ' Plotting the values logarithmically shows 

a similar curve, but with the limited evidence available the logarithmic 
curves have been approxiiated in straight lines. The results are:- 

2x 10' 
/T 

-0.16 
R, = , Nu m '<, 'IFb > . . . . . . (34 

3x IO5 ) 
(T 

.e. e.. 
\ 

'&b ( 9) 

4 x IO5 ) (TgP 
l Tb 

. . . . . . (54 

The average/value of the exponent is -0.16 and it is therefore 

over the range of the tests, G = IO" to 

$2.2 ApTroxjmations 

In a design computation, it is convenient to have the expression 
for mean external heat transfer coefficient in a simple form', e.g. 

Y 
Nu - constant x (R,)xx . . . ..* (6) 

The temperature ratio effect has already been deduced in the pre- 
ceding section. In that analysis the approximating straight lines ;r-ere 
extrapolated to a temperature ratio equal to unity. The Nusselt numbers 
at this value have been plotted in Figure 10 and a curve generally paral- 
lel to the test curves passed through them. 

This curve cannot be approximated with sufficient accuracy over 
the test ralge by a sing& straight line. The curve displays a rapid 
change of slope about R, = 2 x 105, therefore this has been regarded as 
a fixed point and two straight line approximations made from tiiere to 
cover the test range. These logarithmic lincs give the relationships:- 

(i) for q between I.5 x 40" and 10" 

R2 

0.715 

NU = 322 
2 x IO5 
\ 
/ 

(ii) for R, below 2 x lo" 

‘0* 463 

ilru = j22 R= c i 2x do5 

. . . 0.. (74 

. . . . . . (7b) 
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The first expression approximates the curve to within +4.2 per cent be- 
tween 2 x 105 and 6 x 105, being exact at those points: it is within 
-5 per cent at the stated limits. The second relationship is better than 
+I per cent down to %= 105. It is assumed that the previously deter- 
mined temperature ratio can be applied to these approximations without 
introducing an error greater than a further tl per cent. 

4.0 Conclusions 

In providing a wide range of gas flow rates and temperatures to 
+he No. 4 high Temperature Tunnel, a non-uniform entry gas distribution 
had to be accepted. 'ilithin the test blade length batwean 0.1 and 0.9 
span were experienced:- 

(4 incidence variations of +lO" to -8', 

b) velocity head distribution Cthin 220 per cent Of 
mean value, 

(4 gas total temperature rang\= from I. 03 to 0.97 cc;ntre 
line value, expressed as combustion temperature rise. 

The &feet of these discrepancies on gas to blade convective heat transfer 
is probably small: the incidence range is unliicely to alter the boundary 
layer development sufficiently to modify transition or separation; the 
velociiq variation introduces at the most a 26 per cent variation about 
the average in local heat transfer coefficient.. The effect of the gas 
te:,lperature variation is more complex: if the blade: metal conductivity 
is high, then the mid-span value wKch approximates the bulk mean temp- 
erature should be chosen; for low conductivity materials, the measurement 
of gas temperature in line with the blade thermocouple station under con- 
sideration reduces errors to a minimum. 

Zie,n surface heat transfer coefficients between gas and blade have 
been obtained in a manner which reduces the effect of gas distribution to 
a minimum, and they may tiheXY3fOre be considered representative of a uni.fOYm 

flow. The relevant Nusselt number-Reynolds number relation is presented 
in Figure IO for a temperature ratio approaching unity: fcr other ratios 
the Nusselt number may be taken as the value at unity multiplied by 

\ 
Tgfib )-""". Within the range of the tests, Reynolds number IO* to 
8x 10" , temperature ratio I to 2, Xach number 0.2 to 0.8, the accuracy 
of this approximation is expected to be better than fl per cent. 

The relation may be further approximated by a simple power rela- 

tionship, at Tp/Tb 3 l:- 

(i) between Reynolds number of I. 5 x Id and 106 

Nu = . . ..* (781) 

the accuracy being within t5 per zent, 
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(ii) between % = Id and 2 x Id 

Nu =322 . . . . . . . . . (7b) 

the accuracy being within tl per cent, and the relationship 
probably holding at values of R;? below 105. 

The temperature ratio effect of the first paragraph may also be applied to 
these approximations. 
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TABIE I 

Heat transier test results 

rest : 
Ho. : 

. . .., . : 

3 ; 

4 ; 

5 ; 

6 j 

7 j 

8 i 

g i 

10 i 

Rdynolds j 
number ’ 

s ; 
basedz on : 

wss now, : Errective 
blade dimensions, : gas temp. 
errective gas : 
temperature i 

Tg 
OK 

. , . . . . . , . . : . . . . . . 

7.%7 x 105 . 
3.536 II : 

392 
357 

1.5a5 II . 350 
4.625 If . 386 
6.318 ” 399 

1.263 I, . 509 
1.254 II . 509 
1.255 n . 507 

1.711 I, j 508 
3.212 n : 508 
4.137 II : 508 

1.854 n i 372 
3.293 n : 385 
3.868 ” . 393 
4.063 n . 3% 

4.410 n : 505 
3.690 n : 507 
3.221 II : 515 
2.315 ” . 515 
1.743 II : 508 

7.763 II 416 
5.992 ,I : 414 
4.861 n : 411 
4.328 n . 407 
3.793 n 403 

3.551 II ; 394 
3.284 11 396 
3.033 n : 395 
2.644 R : 392 
2.115 n : 386 

’ Outlet Mach 
number 

M 
2 

. . . ,. 

0.815 
0.391 

0.186 
0.527 
0.709 

0.198 
0.196 
0.197 

0.270 
0.499 
0.635 

0.2Q3 
0.276 
8.454 
0.481 

0.672 
0.570 
0.508 
0.366 
0.273 

0.856 
0.705 
0.575 
0.506 
0.441 

0.399 
0.370 
0.341 
o. 296 
0.233 

Nusselt 
number 

Nu 
based on 

prorile + tip + 
: Mean blade . f root platform area, 
i tempzrature : 

Th 

blade chord, 
erfective gas 
temperature 

. . . . .._ ..* , . . 

327 890 
318 472 

312 

$7 

303 
583 
704 

322 
319 
320 

247 
244 
254 

326 281 
322 397 
322 476 

315 
322 
3.23 
325 

z1: 
466 
473 

326 
323 
323 
321 
319 

534 
472 
423 
313 
a1 

334 829 
326 G4 
324 560 
324 519 
323 L69 

323 423 
323 408 
323 402 
325 366 
325 316 

. . . . 



TABLE I (cant’ d) -- 

rest 
NO. 

Reynolds 
mumber 

R2 
based m 

3x2s rlsw, 
blade dimens Ions, 

effective gas 
temperature 

. . . . . . . . 

11 i 
2,750 )’ 
2.33 n . 
1.956 ” 
I.670 1’ ) 

2.010 n 514 0.312 328 298 
2.078 n 507 0.318 339 310 

13 2.090 n 507 0.320 317 310 
z.128 '1 503 0.322 324 317 

14 

15 

4.177 n 
3.881 n 
3.396 n 
3.034 fl 

3.396 It 
3.132 ” 

16 2.116 ‘1 
2.397 11 

2.430 fl 
2.~Y6 11 

17 : 1.85 n 
I.265 n 

1.337 fl 
1 a 0.955 ” 

4.523 n 

Effective 
gas tern. 

512 
512 
519 
521 
523 

519 @.661 327 
5i8 0.656 325 
519 0.662 341 
519 0.662 312 

606 0.714 
6!14 0.622 
62.4 ".361 
624 0.439 

~;nsselt 
number 

wu 
based on 

Outlet Mach . Plean blade ‘4 
profile + tip + 

r00t puttr0~ 82-633, 
nunber . temp~ratura blade chord, 

I5 2 ,‘! evective gas 
K : tempemture 

.  .  .  .  .  .  .  I  .  .  

. ’ 6.514 325 415 
o.wo 324 371 
0.359 3.23 ’ 341 
0.3?3 32% 306 
c.259 . 322 272 

325 

332 
327 

$4 
485 
w;9 

445 
l418 

279 
327 

0.775 332 461 
C.728 330 438 
0.655 326 , 409 
0.5% 329 381 

6 24 0.65: _ 33.31 391 
624 0.602 32Y . 383 
617 e.5a2 329 . 347 
625 . 0.410 328 296 

624 0.471 : 328 322 
623 z.165 326 298 
628 0.319 . 326 255 
630 a.237 326 216 

632 0.272 . 325 245 
623 o.ia4 323 210 

51Y 0.8@8 338 671 
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FIG 4. 
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FIG. 5. 
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FIG. 6. 
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